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Table Name Table Description Table Type

Pol.srcCoverage Current status coverage records (pending, inforce and terminated) as at load date.  
This table populates the versioned OLAP Coverage dimension.

Data

Pol.srcPolicy Current status policy records (pending, inforce and terminated) as at load date.  
This table populates the versioned OLAP Policy dimension.

Data

Pol.srcPolicyAmounts Coverage and policy level amounts (e.g. premiums, benefits) as at load date.  Policy 
level amounts are optional and require srcCoverageID = N/A.  Both direct and 
ceded records can be loaded.  This table populates the monthly snapshot OLAP 
Policy Snapshot measure group and the weekly snapshot OLAP Application 
Snapshot measure group.

Data

Pol.srcPolicyValues Coverage and policy level values (e.g. cash values, fund values) as at load date.  
Policy level values are optional and require srcCoverageID = N/A.  This table 
populates the monthly snapshot OLAP Policy Values Snapshot measure group. 

Data

Pol.srcGroupPolicy Group policy attributes as at load date. This table populates the current status 
OLAP Group Policy dimension.

Data

Pol.srcPolAdmSystem The load configuration parameters including load date ranges and other attributes 
for each defined Policy Admin System.  Every DW load or reload checks the 
parameter values in this table.

Defn

Pol.srcPolicyTermReasonGroup Required policy termination reason group table.  This table defines the system 
policy termination reason groups and lines used in the OLAP Policy Movement, 
Policy Term Reason, Policy, Coverage and Policy Base Coverage dimensions, as well 
as in the policy termination study and earnings by source processing. This table 
populates the OLAP Policy Term Reason dimension hierarchy.

Defn

Pol.srcPlancode Plancode definitions and attributes table.  This table provides the Plancode 
hierarchy and attributes for OLAP Policy, Coverage and Policy Base Coverage 
dimensions, and the Plancode hierarchy for the Claim, Pol Claim Plan Code and 
Valn Plan Code dimensions.

Defn

Pol.srcProduct Product definition and hierarchy table. This table provides the Product hierarchy 
for OLAP Policy, Coverage and Policy Base Coverage dimensions.

Defn

Pol.srcGLProduct GL Product definition and hierarchy table. This table provides the GL Product 
hierarchy for OLAP Coverage, Policy Base Coverage and GL Product dimensions.

Defn

Pol.srcAgeBand Age Band hierarchy table. This table provides the issue and attained age band 
hierarchies for OLAP Policy Age Duration, Coverage Age Duration and various Claim 
duration dimensions.

Defn

Pol.srcDurationBand Duration (Year) band table.  The maximum DurationYr should be greater of the 
longest duration for any policy or claim.  The system maximum is 120 years.  Values 
greater than this will be capped at 120 years.  Any duration not defined in the 
DurationBand table will be assigned to duration band N/A.

Defn

Pol.srcDatePeriod Defines how the date period (Date.DatePeriod1..3) attributes within the OLAP Date 
dimension are calculated.  For a given date level (Y,Q,M), the lag from current load 
date is specified with the duration of the date period.  For example, a three year 
date period ending at prior year end would have values level Y, lag 1, period 3.  A 
two year period ending three months before current load date would have values 
level M, lag 3, period 24. 

Defn

Policy ProfileApplication:

Enterprise App: Operations PolicySource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Table Name Table Description Table Type

Pol.srcTreaty Treaty definition and attributes table.  This table populates the current status OLAP 
Reinsurance dimension.  The TreatyID may be defined at the reinsured level, 
reinsurer level, treaty group level or treaty level.  Different definitions may be 
required where the source ceded amounts are defined at different levels.  The 
OLAP Reinsurance dimension has a system generated "Direct" treatyID, and ceded 
amounts have their sign changed such that the All level of the OLAP Reinsurance 
dimension represents the retained (direct - ceded) amounts.

Defn

Pol.srcOccupation Occupation definition, hierarchy and attribute table. This table provides the 
Occupation hierarchy for OLAP Coverage and Policy Base Coverage dimensions.

Defn

Pol.srcIndustry Group Industry definition and hierarchy table.  This table provides the Group 
Industry hierarchies for OLAP Group Policy dimension.

Defn

Pol.srcPool Defines the Coverage Pools for the OLAP Pool dimension Defn

Pol.srcPoolGroup Defines the Coverage Pool Groups for the OLAP Pool Group dimension Defn

Pol.srcPoolAssign Definition table to assign Coverage Pool Groups to Coverage Pools Defn
Pol.srcCoverageClients Policy client relationships: insured, beneficiary, owner etc. This table populates the 

versioned DW reference table CoverageClients. (Additional table.)
Data

Pol.srcClient Client details. This table populates the current status DW reference table Client.
(Additional table)

Data

Pol.srcUWReq Underwriting requirements. This table populates the current status DW reference 
table UWRequirement. (Additional table)

Data

Pol.srcProvNetwork Provider network details. This table populates the current status DW reference 
table Supplier. (Additional table)

Data

Pol.srcReinsurer Details for reinsurer in the Treaty table. This table populates the current DW 
reference table Supplier. (Additional table)

Data

Pol.luBenefitPeriod Optional translation table from source benefit period values to descriptive benefit 
period values.  Source benefit period values are often split two fields: number and 
type.  For example {"A", "65"} or {"Y","20").  These need to be concatenated during 
the data store load into "A65", "Y20", before the translations to "Age 65", "Years 
20" can be applied.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through to 
the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luBenefitStatus Optional translation table from source benefit status values to descriptive benefit 
status and benefit status group values.  For disability policies, benefit status usually 
identifies where a coverage is currently paying benefits or not and the type of 
claim.  Changes in benefit status values are captured as events, and used to identify 
the set up and release of reserves in the EBS Benefit Status.  Source values not 
defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store 
table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luBnftBand Optional banding table to calculate coverage benefit bands from the coverage 
contract benefit, where coverage benefit band is not populated (NULL).  This table 
is used in conjuunction with the source package "PolSrc_CalcCvgBenefitBand" to 
create benefit bands.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Source ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luCOIType Optional translation table from source cost of insurance values to descriptive cost 
of insurance values.  Usually used for UL cost of insurance options, e.g. level or 
increasing.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  
This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luCompany Optional translation table from source company to descriptive company and 
company group values.  Company can represent a block of business, while company 
group should represent a statutory company. Source values not defined in this 
table are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in 
the Staging ETL. 

LkUp
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Table Name Table Description Table Type

Pol.luDthBnftType Optional translation table from source death benefit type values to descriptive 
death benefit type values.  Usually used for UL death benefit options, e.g. level or 
increasing.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  
This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luGender Optional translation table from source gender values to descriptive gender values.  
Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a 
temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luGroupType Optional translation table from source group type values to descriptive group type 
values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This 
is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luIssueReason Optional translation table from source issue reason values to required issue reason 
values (NEW, OTH).  Source values not defined in this table are passed through to 
the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luLocation Optional translation table from source location (e.g. state, province) values to 
descriptive location and country values.  For overseas business, the location usually 
represents the country which are grouped by the country value "Other".  Used for 
issue, residence and group locations.  Source values not defined in this table are 
passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging 
ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luOccupationID Optional translation table from source occupation values to descriptive occupation 
values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This 
is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luOccupationClass Optional translation table from source occupation class values to descriptive 
occupation class values. Source values not defined in this table are passed through 
to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luParType Optional translation table from source participating type values to descriptive 
participating type values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed 
through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luPolicyStatus Optional translation table from source policy status values to required policy status 
values (I - inforce, P - pending, T - terminated from inforce, R - terminated from 
pending).  While source inforce terminations are usually embedded in the source 
policy status, the source pending termination reasons are often encoded in a 
separate field such as underwriting decision, in which case the data store load will 
require an ETL appropriately merging the two separate source fields.  Source policy 
status codes usually include the termination reason, which must be mapped to one 
of the required terminated codes.  Source values not defined in this table are 
passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging 
ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luPolicyTermReason Optional translation table from source policy termination reason values to 
descriptive policy termination reason values (user defined) and termination reason 
group values (required).  The required system termination reason group values are 
used by the policy termination study and earnings by source analysis.  Source 
values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary 
data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luPrefClass Optional translation table from source preferred (risk class) values to descriptive 
preferred class values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through 
to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luPremBand Optional banding table to calculate policy premium bands from the policy contract 
premium, where policy premium band is not populated (NULL).  This table is used 
in conjuunction with the source package "PolSrc_CalcPolPremBand" to create 
premium bands.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Source ETL.

LkUp
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Table Name Table Description Table Type

Pol.luPremFreq Optional translation table from source premium frequency values to descriptive 
premium frequency values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed 
through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luPremiumStatus Optional translation table from source premium status values to descriptive 
premium status values.  Changes in premium status values are captured as events.  
Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a 
temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luPymtMethod Optional translation table from source payment method values to descriptive 
payment method values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed 
through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luSmoker Optional translation table from source smoker values to descriptive smoker values.  
Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a 
temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luUnderwriterID Optional translation table from source underwriter values to descriptive 
underwriter values.  Underwriter values may be IDs, codes or full names.  Source 
values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary 
data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luUWClass Optional translation table from source underwriting class values to descriptive 
underwriting class values.  Underwriting class identifies the type of underwriting 
received during the application stage, e.g. guaranteed issue, standard, substandard. 
 Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a 
temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luUWDecision Optional translation table from source underwriting decision values to descriptive 
underwriting decision and decision group values.  Source values not defined in this 
table are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in 
the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luUWMedical Optional translation table from source underwriting medical values to descriptive 
underwriting medical values.  Underwriting medical identifies the highest level of 
medical review received during the underwriting process, e.g. APS, exam, EKG. 
Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a 
temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luUWModification Optional translation table from source underwriting modification values to 
descriptive underwriting modification values.  Underwriting modification identifies 
the highest level of modification received during the underwriting process, e.g. 
counter offer. Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the 
DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luUWStatus Optional translation table from source UW  status values to required and 
descriptive UW status values.  Underwriting status identifies the underwriting stage 
which the application is currently in, e.g. in process, ready to issue.  Changes in 
underwriting status are captured as events and used to calculate net completed 
events where the main underwriting status from receipt is identified as In Process.  
Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a 
temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.luTreatyID Optional translation table from source treaty values to treaty ID values defined in 
the Pol.srcTreaty table.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through 
to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Pol.srcBenefitPeriod Benefit Period definition and hierarchy table.  This table provides the Benefit Period 
hierarchies for OLAP Coverage, Policy Base Coverage, and Claim dimension.

Defn

Pol.srcIndexedPymt Indexed Payment definition and hierarchy table.  This table provides the Indexed 
Pymt hierarchies for OLAP Coverage, Policy Base Coverage, and Claim dimension.

Defn
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Table Name Table Description Table Type

Pol.srcPolTransactions Coverage level transactions, with transaction date in the load period.  Transactions 
not related to earnings must be entered using a credit/debit approach where non-
earnings items are offset by the same transactions with sign changed so as not to 
impact earnings, and a separate account ID to allow these to be identified. Both 
direct and ceded records can be loaded using srcTreatyID.  For commission and 
other amounts, the related srcAgentID can be loaded. This table populates the 
monthly snapshot OLAP Policy Transaction measure group. Amounts are inward 
signed with premiums positive and claims negative.  Reversals must be amounts at 
reversal date with opposite sign to original amount.

Data

Pol.srcAccount GL income account ID definition and hierarchy table. This table populates the 
current status OLAP Account dimension.  In addition, there a mapping to the 
required standard income types used in the GL income, policy income and earnings 
by source analysis.  GL account IDs are intended to be earnings related and do not 
require embedded product definitions which may be embedded into the account or 
sub account IDs.  There is a separate GL Product dimension to hold GL product 
definitions and hierarchies separately.

Defn

Pol.srcStdIncomeType Required standard income definition and hierarchy table.  This table defines the 
system standard income types and hierarchy used in the OLAP Account dimension, 
as well as in the income and earnings by source analyses.  

Defn

Pol.srcEarningsType Earnings type enables earnings analysis to be performed across different regulatory 
bases.  Where multiple earnings scenarios are not required, this table should not be 
populated. For multiple earnings types, enter a record for each earnings type, e.g. 
Local, International.  This table populates the current status OLAP Earnings Type 
dimension.

Defn

Pol.luAccountID Optional translation table from source account values to account ID values defined 
in the Pol.srcAccount table.  Source admin transaction types and accounts are 
usually translated into a standardized account ID for which the GL account IDs are 
used.  If it is intended to represent the source values, then these must be added to 
the Pol.srcAccount definition table with the appropriate income hierarchy.  This is a 
temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Policy TransactionApplication:

Enterprise App: Operations PolicySource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Table Name Table Description Table Type

Clm.srcClaim Policy and coverage level current status claim records (open and closed) as at load 
date.  In addition, claims can be defined at claim or benefit level, where usually the 
claim level maps to the policy level, and the benefit level to the coverage level.  
Policy and/or claim level amounts are optional and require srcCoverageID = N/A 
and srcBenefitID = N/A.  Where there is no direct link between the benefit and 
coverage levels, benefit amounts may be at policy level using srcCoverageID = N/A 
and srcBenefitID <> N/A.  This table populates the versioned OLAP Claim dimension.

Data

Clm.srcClaimAmounts Claim and benefit level claim amounts as at load date.  Claim level amounts require 
srcCoverageID = N/A and srcBenefitID = N/A.  Both direct and ceded records can be 
loaded: direct records require srcTreatyID = N/A, while ceded records must have 
srcTreatyID defined in Pol.srcTreaty table.  This table populates the monthly 
snapshot OLAP Claim Snapshot measure group.

Data

Clm.srcClosedReason Required claim closed reason table.  This table defines the system claim closed 
reasons and group used in the OLAP Claim Movement, Claim Closed Reason and 
Claim dimensions, as well as in the claim incidence and termination study 
processing.  The required closed reason values are: Recovery, Expiry, Death, Settled 
and Declined.  The Declined reason is used in the net Pending Complete calculation 
for the OLAP Claim Movement calculation.

Defn

Clm.srcClaimCause Claim Cause definition table.  This table provides the Claim Cause attribute on the 
OLAP Claim dimension, and it populates the OLAP Claim Cause dimension used in 
the claim incidence and claim termination studies.  In addition, the DW Claim Cause 
ID is used to apply expected rates for claim incidence and termination studies. 

Defn

Clm.srcClaimStateType Claim State Types definition and hierarchy table.  This table defines the Claim State 
type hierarchy and attribute on the OLAP Claim and Claim State dimensions, as well 
as in the Claim Transition Study processing.

Defn

Clm.srcClaimDiagnosis Diagnosis definition and hierarchy table.  This table provides the Claim Diagnosis 
hierarchy on the OLAP Claim dimension

Defn

Clm.srcClmOccupation Claim Occupation definition, hierarchy and attribute table. This table provides the 
Claim Occupation hierarchy for OLAP Claim dimension.

Defn

Clm.srcClaimant Claimant details. This table populates the current status DW reference table Client. 
(Additional table).

Data

Clm.luClmStatus Optional translation table from source claim status values to required claim status 
values (O - open, C - closed).  Source values not defined in this table are passed 
through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Clm.luClmPymtStatus Optional translation table from source claim payment status values to required 
claim status values.  This table defines the system claim payment status values used 
in the OLAP Claim Movement and Claim dimensions.  The required claim status 
values are: Pending and Paying.  The Pending status is used in the net Pending 
Complete calculated for the OLAP Claim Movement calculation.

LkUp

Clm.luClosedRsnID Optional translation table from source closed reason values to required closed 
reason ID values defined in Clm.srcClosedReason.  Source values not defined in this 
table are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in 
the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Clm.luClosedRsnDtl Optional translation table from source closed reason detail values to descriptive 
closed reason detail values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed 
through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Clm.luExaminerID Optional translation table from source claim examiner values to descriptive claim 
examiner values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the 
DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Claim ProfileApplication:

Enterprise App: Operations ClaimSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Table Name Table Description Table Type

Clm.luClmPymtMthd Optional translation table from source claim payment method values to descriptive 
claim payment method values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed 
through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Clm.luClmDisputed Optional translation table from source disputed claim values to descriptive 
disputed claim values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through 
to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Clm.luClmGender Optional translation table from source claim gender values to descriptive claim 
gender values.  The DW claim gender field is used to apply expected rates for claim 
termination studies.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through to 
the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Clm.luClmOccupationID Optional translation table from source claim occupation values to descriptive claim 
occupation values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through to 
the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Clm.luClaimCauseID Optional translation table from source claim cause values to claim cause ID values 
defined in Clm.srcClaimCause.  Source values not defined in this table are passed 
through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Clm.luClmWaitingPeriod Required translation table from source claim waiting period values to descriptive 
claim waiting period values as well as values to calculate exposures in the Claim 
termination studies.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through to 
the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Clm.luClmBnftPeriod Optional translation table from source claim benefit period values to descriptive 
claim benefit period values.  Source benefit period values are often split two fields: 
number and type.  For example {"A", "65"} or {"Y","20").  These need to be 
concatenated during the data store load into "A65", "Y20", before the translations 
to "Age 65", "Years 20" can be applied.  Source values not defined in this table are 
passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging 
ETL.

LkUp

Clm.luClmOccupationClass Optional translation table from source claim occupation class values to descriptive 
claim occupation class values. Source values not defined in this table are passed 
through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Clm.luClmFrequency Optional translation table from source claim payment frequency values to 
descriptive claim payment frequency values.  Source values not defined in this table 
are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the 
Staging ETL.

LkUp
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Table Name Table Description Table Type

Clm.srcClaimPymt Policy and coverage level claim payment transactions with transaction date in the 
load period.  In addition, claim payments can be defined at claim or benefit level, 
where usually the claim level maps to the policy level, and the benefit level to the 
coverage level.  Policy and/or claim level amounts are optional and require 
srcCoverageID = N/A and srcBenefitID = N/A.  Where there is no direct link between 
the benefit and coverage levels, benefit amounts may be at policy level using 
srcCoverageID = N/A and srcBenefitID <> N/A.  Both direct and ceded records can 
be loaded: direct records require srcTreatyID = N/A, while ceded records must have 
srcTreatyID defined in Pol.srcTreaty table.  This table populates the versioned OLAP 
Claim Payment measure group.  Payment amounts positively signed.  Reversals 
must have the opposite sign of the normal transactions, at reversal date.

Data

Clm.srcClaimPymtType Claim payment type definition and hierarchy table.  This table populates the OLAP 
Claim Pymt Type dimensions. 

Defn

Clm.luClaimPymtTypeID Optional translation table from source claim payment type values to claim payment 
type ID values defined in Clm.srcClaimPymtType.  Source values not defined in this 
table are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in 
the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Claim PaymentApplication:

Enterprise App: Operations ClaimSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Table Name Table Description Table Type

Clm.srcPolicyClaimPymt Coverage level policy claim payment transactions with transaction date in the load 
period.  Both direct and ceded records can be loaded: direct records require 
srcTreatyID = N/A, while ceded records must have srcTreatyID defined in 
Pol.srcTreaty table. This table populates the versioned OLAP Policy Claim Payment 
measure group.  Payment amounts positively signed.  Reversals must have the 
opposite sign of the normal transactions, at reversal date.  

Data

Clm.srcPolicyClaimPymtType Policy Claim payment type definition and hierarchy table.  This table populates the 
OLAP Pol Claim Pymt Type dimension.

Defn

Clm.srcDiagnosis Diagnosis definition and hierarchy table.  This table populates the OLAP Pol Claim 
Diagnosis dimension.  

Defn

Clm.srcPlaceOfService Place of service codes definition table.  This table populates the Pol Claim Place Of 
Service dimension.

Defn

Clm.srcProvider Provider details. This table populates the current status DW reference table 
Supplier. (Additional table)

Data

Clm.luPolicyClaimPymtTypeID Optional translation table from source policy claim payment type values to policy 
claim payment type ID values defined in Clm.srcPolicyClaimPymtType.  Source 
values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary 
data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Policy Claim PaidApplication:

Enterprise App: Operations ClaimSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Table Name Table Description Table Type

Agt.srcPolicyAgent Current policy agent relationship table identifying one or more agents responsible 
for a policy sale, together with the share percent.  Servicing agents should not be 
loaded onto this table, but are identified directly on the policy and coverage tables. 
 This table populates the versioned OLAP Sales Agent dimension.  In addition, the 
share percent for split sales is used to proportion measures in the policy related 
OLAP measure groups.

Data

Agt.srcAgent Current agent records as at load date. This table populates the versioned OLAP 
Agent and Commission Agent dimensions, as well as the Agent Snapshot measure 
group.  In addition, it augments the versioned OLAP Sales Agent and Service Agent 
dimensions.

Data

Agt.srcAgentPerson Current Agent person details and attributes as at load date. This table augments 
the versioned OLAP Agent and Commission Agent dimensions, as well as the 
versioned OLAP Sales Agent and Service Agent dimensions.

Data

Agt.srcAgentAmounts Agent amounts (e.g. agent balance) as at load date.  This table populates the 
monthly snapshot OLAP Agent Snapshot measure group.

Data

Agt.srcAgentTermReason Agent termination reason definition table.  This table populates the OLAP Agent 
Movement dimension.   

Defn

Agt.srcAgentAuth Agent location authorization status. The table populates the DW Agent 
Authorization table.  (Additional table)

Data

Agt.luAgentStatus Optional translation table from source agent status values to required agent status 
values (A - active, T - terminated).  Source values not defined in this table are 
passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging 
ETL.

LkUp

Agt.luAgentLocation Optional translation table from source agent location (e.g. state, province) values 
to descriptive agent location and country values.  For overseas business, the 
location usually represents the country which are grouped by the country value 
"Other".  Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  
This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Agt.luAgentCompany Optional translation table from source agent company values to descriptive agent 
company and agent company group values.  Source values not defined in this table 
are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the 
Staging ETL. 

LkUp

Agt.luSalesOffice Optional translation table from source sales office values to descriptive sales office 
and region values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through to 
the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL. 

LkUp

Agt.luSalesChannel Optional translation table from source sales channel values to descriptive sales 
channel values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed through to the 
DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL. 

LkUp

Agt.luAgentLevel Optional translation table from source agent level values to descriptive agent level 
and agent level group values.  Source values not defined in this table are passed 
through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging ETL. 

LkUp

Agt.luPolicyAgentType Optional translation table from source policy agent type values to descriptive policy 
agent type values.  As policy agents are limited to agents responsible for sale, the 
type may indicate for example, primary and secondary.  Source values not defined 
in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table 
used in the Staging ETL. 

LkUp

Agent ProfileApplication:

Enterprise App: Operations AgentSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Agt.srcAgentTransactions Agent transaction such as commission and earnings with transaction date in the 
load period.  This table populates the OLAP Agent Transaction measure group.  
Amounts are signed, with reversal amounts having opposite sign and at reversal 
date.

Data

Agt.srcAgentTransType Agent transaction type definition and hierarchy.  This table populates the OLAP 
Agent Trans Type dimension.

Defn

Agt.luAgentTransTypeID Optional translation table from source agent transaction type values to agent 
transaction type ID values defined in Agt.srcAgentTransType.  Source values not 
defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store 
table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Agent TransactionApplication:

Enterprise App: Operations AgentSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Pol.srcFundTrans Coverage level fund transactions (deposits, surrenders, credits and charges) with 
transaction date in load period.  This table populates the OLAP Fund Movement 
measure group.  All amounts are “inward” signed; deposits and credits positive, 
with surrenders and charges negative.  Reversals must have the opposite sign of 
the normal transaction, at reversal date.

Data

Pol.srcFundTransType Fund transaction type definition and hierarchy.  This table populates the OLAP Fund 
Trans Type dimension.  It includes a mapping to the required standard fund 
transaction code that is used in the earnings by source where premiums for fund 
related products are considered revenue.  The required values are Deposit, 
Surrenders, FundCharge, FundChargeSurrender, FundCredit.  

Defn

Pol.luFundTransTypeID Optional translation table from source fund transaction type values to fund 
transaction type ID values defined in Pol.srcFundTransType.  Source values not 
defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store 
table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

Fund MovementApplication:

Enterprise App: Finance PolicySource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Res.srcPolReserves Policy and coverage level policy or active life reserves and liabilities at load date.  
Both direct and ceded records can be loaded: direct records require srcTreatyID = 
N/A, while ceded records must have srcTreatyID defined in Pol.srcTreaty table. This 
table populates the OLAP Pol Reserve Snapshot measure group.

Data

Res.srcClmReserves Policy and coverage level claim reserves at load date.  Both direct and ceded 
records can be loaded: direct records require srcTreatyID = N/A, while ceded 
records must have srcTreatyID defined in Pol.srcTreaty table. This table populates 
the OLAP Clm Reserve Snapshot measure group.

Data

Res.srcDACUREVBalance Aggregate, allocated DAC and UREV balance amounts by product and issue period.  
Used to calculate coverage level amounts unitized by prior balances and current 
deferrals. The coverage level amounts are used to update the OLAP Pol Reserve 
Snapshot measure group.

Data

Reserve ProfileApplication:

Enterprise App: Finance ValuationSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Res.srcPolReservesOld Coverage level policy reserves at load date using prior assumptions.  Both direct 
and ceded records can be loaded: direct records require srcTreatyID = N/A, while 
ceded records must have srcTreatyID defined in Pol.srcTreaty table.  This table is 
used to calculate the impact of assumption changes and populate these in the 
OLAP Reserve Change measure group.

Data

Res.srcClmReservesOld Coverage level claim reserves at load date using prior assumptions.  Both direct and 
ceded records can be loaded: direct records require srcTreatyID = N/A, while ceded 
records must have srcTreatyID defined in Pol.srcTreaty table.  This table is used to 
calculate the impact of assumption changes and populate these in the OLAP 
Reserve Change measure group.

Data

Res.srcDACAcqDeferrals Aggregate allocated DAC acquisition deferral amounts by product grouping.  Used 
to calculate coverage level amounts unitized by new business expenses.  The 
coverage level amounts are used to populate the OLAP Reserve Change measure 
group.

Data

Res.srcDACComDeferrals Aggregate allocated DAC commission deferral amounts by product grouping and 
issue period.  Used to calculate coverage level amounts unitized by first year 
commission.  The coverage level amounts are used to populate the OLAP Reserve 
Change measure group.

Data

Res.srcReserveChange Coverage level reserve changes at load date.  Both direct and ceded records can be 
loaded: direct records require srcTreatyID = N/A, while ceded records must have 
srcTreatyID defined in Pol.srcTreaty table.  This table populates the OLAP Reserve 
Change measure group, and allows the direct load of reserve changes without using 
the ETL reserve change functionality.

Data

Reserve ChangeApplication:

Enterprise App: Finance ValuationSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Res.srcClaimPymtIBNR Aggregate claims payment IBNR by claim delay month and IBNR grouping.  Used to 
calculate coverage level IBNR factors unitized by incurred claim payments and 
earned premium.  These factors populate the DW Claim Payment IBNR fact table, 
from which aggregate IBNR amounts are recovered in the OLAP IBNR measure 
group.  The unit factors are also used to calculate the coverage level claim payment 
IBNR amounts which are populated in the OLAP Pol Reserve Snapshot measure 
group.

Data

Res.srcEarnedPremium Coverage level Earned premium and Earned commission amounts at load date, 
gross of reinsurance.  The table populates the Earned Premium measure group in 
the Earned Premium application, which is subsequently used in the Incurred Claim 
IBNR and related applications.

Data

Incurred Claim IBNRApplication:

Enterprise App: Finance ValuationSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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GL.srcGLIncome GL income transactions (premiums, investment income, claims, reserves, expenses, 
commissions, direct and ceded) with transaction date in the load period.  This table 
populates the OLAP GL Income measure group.  Transaction amounts are inward 
signed, e.g. positive premiums and negative claims.  Reversals must have the 
opposite sign of the normal transactions, at reversal date.  Ceded amounts must 
have the opposite sign of the direct amounts.

Data

GL.srcBusinessUnit Business unit definition table.  This table populates the OLAP GL Business Unit 
dimension.

Defn

GL.luGLLocation Optional translation table from source GL location (e.g. state, province) values to 
descriptive location and country values.  For overseas business, the location usually 
represents the country which are grouped by the country value "Other".  Source 
values not defined in this table are passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary 
data store table used in the Staging ETL.

LkUp

GL.luGLTreatyID Optional translation table from source GL treaty values to treaty ID values defined 
in the Pol.srcTreaty definition table.  Source values not defined in this table are 
passed through to the DW.  This is a temporary data store table used in the Staging 
ETL.

LkUp

GL IncomeApplication:

Enterprise App: Finance GLSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Alln.srcAllocatedNBExp Aggregate, allocated new business or acquistion expense amounts by expense 
product arising from an expense allocation process.  Used to calculate coverage 
level new business expense amounts, unitized by the coverage issued contract 
premium in the load period weighted by the new business expense factor.  The 
coverage level amounts are used to popluate the OLAP Allocation measure group.

Data

Alln.srcAllocatedRenExp Aggregate, allocated renewal or mainentance expense amounts by expense 
product arising from an expense allocation process.  Used to calculate coverage 
level renewal expense amounts, unitized by the inforce coverages in the load 
period weighted by the renewal expense factor.  The coverage level amounts are 
used to popluate the OLAP Allocation measure group.

Data

Alln.srcExpFactors New business and renewal expense factors used in the expense unitization process. Data
Alln.srcAllocatedOthExp Aggregate, allocated other expense amounts by expense product arising from an 

expense allocation process.  Used to calculate coverage level other expense 
amounts, unitized by the coverage level premium transactions in the load period.  
The coverage level amounts are used to popluate the OLAP Allocation measure 
group.

Data

Alln.srcAllocatedNII Aggregate, allocated net investment income amounts by NII product arising from 
an NII allocation process.  Used to calculate coverage level NII amounts, unitized by 
the coverage level net total reserve: policy reserve plus claim reserve plus claim 
payment IBNR less expense DAC less commission DAC less UREV.  The coverage 
level amounts are used to popluate the OLAP Allocation measure group.

Data

Alln.srcAllocation Coverage level allocated, unitized  amounts at load date, gross of reinsurance.  This 
table populates the OLAP Allocation measure group, and allows the direct load of 
coverage level allocated unitized amounts without using the ETL unitization 
processes.

Data

Policy IncomeApplication:

Enterprise App: Finance AllocationSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Prj.srcPolicyProjContracts Coverage level projected contract, premium and benefit release and ending 
amounts by projection date for each ProjectionID defined in srcProjection. Both 
direct and ceded records can be loaded: direct records require srcTreatyID = N/A, 
while ceded records must have srcTreatyID defined in Pol.srcTreaty table.

Data

Prj.srcProductProjContracts Aggregate, product level projected contract, premium and benefit issue, release 
and ending amounts by projection date for each ProjectionID defined in 
srcProjection. Both direct and ceded records can be loaded: direct records require 
srcTreatyID = N/A, while ceded records must have srcTreatyID defined in 
Pol.srcTreaty table.

Data

Prj.srcPolicyProjFunds Coverage level projected fund release, ending and cashflow amounts by projection 
date for each ProjectionID defined in srcProjection. Amounts should be positively 
signed except for fund decreases which are negative fund increases. Used for 
sources of earnings analysis in Policy Gains Projection where EBSType is set to 
Fund.

Data

Prj.srcProductProjFunds Aggregate, product projected fund release, ending and cashflow amounts by 
projection date for each ProjectionID defined in srcProjection. Amounts should be 
positively signed except for fund decreases which are negative fund increases. Used 
for sources of earnings analysis in Policy Gains Projection where EBSType is set to 
Fund.

Data

Prj.srcProjection Projection definition table, defining each projection and related attributes, used 
across all projection applications, i.e. Policy Movement Projection, Fund Movement 
Projection, Reserve Movement Projection and Policy Income Projection

Defn

Policy Movement ProjectionApplication:

Enterprise App: Planning ProjectionSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Prj.srcPolicyProjReserves Coverage level projected reserve release and ending amounts by projection date 
for each ProjectionID defined in srcProjection. Both direct and ceded records can 
be loaded: direct records require srcTreatyID = N/A, while ceded records must have 
srcTreatyID defined in Pol.srcTreaty table.

Data

Prj.srcProductProjReserves Aggregate, product level projected reserve issue, release and ending amounts by 
projection date for each ProjectionID defined in srcProjection. Both direct and 
ceded records can be loaded: direct records require srcTreatyID = N/A, while ceded 
records must have srcTreatyID defined in Pol.srcTreaty table.

Data

Reserve Movement ProjectionApplication:

Enterprise App: Planning ProjectionSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Prj.srcGLIncomePlan Aggregate, forecast GL income transactions (premiums, investment income, claims, 
reserves, expenses, commissions) for each period in the forecast identified by the 
starting date for that period.  The table populates the OLAP GL Income Plan 
measure group.  Transaction amounts are inward signed, e.g. positive premiums 
and negative claims.   Multiple period forecasts (e.g. year  or quarter) can be loaded 
and identified by period start date.  Forecasts can be restated or added historically.  
Any restated forecast must match the original period forecast and start dates.  

Data

Prj.srcGLPlanType Forecast type definition table.  This table populates the OLAP GL Plan Type 
dimension.

Defn

GL Income PlanApplication:

Enterprise App: Planning ProjectionSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Prj.srcPolicyProjIncome Coverage level projected income amounts by projection date for each ProjectionID 
defined in srcProjection. Both direct and ceded records can be loaded: direct 
records require srcTreatyID = N/A, while ceded records must have srcTreatyID 
defined in Pol.srcTreaty table. Amounts should be positively signed except for 
reserve decreases which are negative reserve increases.

Data

Prj.srcProductProjIncome Aggregate, product level projected income amounts by projection date for each 
ProjectionID defined in srcProjection. Both direct and ceded records can be loaded: 
direct records require srcTreatyID = N/A, while ceded records must have 
srcTreatyID defined in Pol.srcTreaty table. Amounts should be positively signed 
except for reserve decreases which are negative reserve increases.

Data

Policy Income ProjectionApplication:

Enterprise App: Planning ProjectionSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Pol.srcCoverageJoint This table associates the primary joint life coverage with one or more secondary 
joint lives (up to 5 lives), as well as the joint life type: F-First to occur, L-Last to 
occur.

Data

Pol.srcCoverageRating Substandard rate information per coverage Data

Exp.srcPolTermRateTable Defines both the standard and client rate tables available and used for studies. Study
Exp.srcPolTermStdRates Standard industry rates by table name, as well as termination reason, study class, 

issue age and policy year. Certain variables require integer keys defined in 
corresponding tables. Standard tables are applied across all types of contract and 
may not be suitable for heterogeneous types of business.

Study

Exp.srcPolTermClntRates Client defined rates by table name and study group as well as termination reason, 
study class, issue age and policy year.  Certain variables require integer keys 
defined in corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcPolTermStdDateFactors Applies factors for improvements or dis-improvements over time to standard base 
expected rates varying by date period, rate tables, termination reason group, and 
study class.

Study

Exp.srcPolTermClntDateFactors Applies factors for improvements or dis-improvements over time to client base 
expected rates varying by date period, rate tables, termination reason group, study 
class, and study group.

Study

Exp.srcPolTermStudyGroup Defines the study groups for the Policy Termination study.  The study group 
variables are generic composite keys of product groupings that expected rates can 
vary by.

Study

Exp.srcPolTermStudyClass Defines the study classes for the Policy Termination study.  The study class 
variables are generic composite keys that the expected rates can vary by such as 
gender and smoker.

Study

Policy TerminationApplication:

Enterprise App: Studies PolicySource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Exp.srcPolTermPctRpt IBNR reported percent applied to adjust the expected termination rates.  The 
reported mean, variance and moments are applied to the expected rates by IBNR 
Grouping and Quarter lag.  
All possible IBNR Groups and Quarter lag periods should be included.  The Policy 
Termination Rptd study has actual and expected measures filtered by this table.

Study

Policy Termination RptdApplication:

Enterprise App: Studies ExpdRatesSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Exp.srcClmIncdRateTable Defines both the standard and client rate tables available and used for studies. Study
Exp.srcClmIncdStdRates Standard industry rates by table name, as well as claim cause, study class, issue age 

and policy year. Certain variables require integer keys defined in corresponding 
tables. Standard tables are applied across all types of contract and may not be 
suitable for heterogeneous types of business.

Study

Exp.srcClmIncdClntRates Client defined rates by table name and study group as well as claim cause, study 
class, issue age and policy year.  Certain variables require integer keys defined in 
corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmIncdStudyGroup Defines the study groups for the Claim Incidence study.  The study group variables 
are generic composite keys of product groupings that expected rates can vary by.

Study

Exp.srcClmIncdStudyClass Defines the study classes for the Claim Incidence study.  The study class variables 
are generic composite keys that the expected rates can vary by such as gender, 
occupation class, and waiting period.

Study

Claim IncidenceApplication:

Enterprise App: Studies ExpdRatesSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Exp.srcClmIncdPctRpt IBNR reported percent applied to adjust the expected incidence rates.  The 
reported mean, variance and moments are applied to the expected rates by IBNR 
Grouping and Quarter lag.  
All possible IBNR Groups and Quarter lag periods should be included.  The Claim 
Incidence Rptd study has actual and expected measures filtered by this table.

Study

Claim Incidence RptdApplication:

Enterprise App: Studies ExpdRatesSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Exp.srcClmTermRateTable Defines both the standard and client rate tables available and used for studies. Study
Exp.srcClmTermMthStdRates Standard industry monthly rates per annum (i.e. for an initial period) by table 

name, as well as closed reason, study class, claim age and claim month. Certain 
variables require integer keys defined in corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmTermYrStdRates Standard industry annual rates (i.e. for an ultimate period) by table name, as well 
as closed reason, study class, claim age and claim year. Certain variables require 
integer keys defined in corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmTermMthClntRates Client defined monthly rates per annum (i.e. for an initial period) by table name 
and study group as well as closed reason, study class, claim age and claim month.  
Certain variables require integer keys defined in corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmTermYrClntRates Client defined annual rates (i.e. for an ultimate period) by table name and study 
group as well as closed reason, study class, claim age and claim year.  Certain 
variables require integer keys defined in corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmTermStudyGroup Defines the study groups for the Claim Termination study.  The study group 
variables are generic composite keys of product groupings that expected rates can 
vary by.

Study

Exp.srcClmTermMthStudyClass Defines the Monthly study classes for the Claim Termination study.  The study class 
variables are generic composite keys that the expected rates can vary by such as 
claim cause, gender, occupation class, and waiting period.

Study

Exp.srcClmTermYrStudyClass Defines the Yearly study classes for the Claim Termination study.  The study class 
variables are generic composite keys that the expected rates can vary by such as 
claim cause and gender.

Study

Claim TerminationApplication:

Enterprise App: Studies ExpdRatesSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Clm.srcClaimState The incurred claim states identified for claims already identified in srcClaim, and 
used for the Claim Transition study.

Data

Clm.srcClaimStateClosedReaso
n

Required claim state closed reason table.  This table defines the system claim state 
closed reasons and group used in the OLAP Claim Movement, Claim State Closed 
Reason and Claim State dimensions, as well as in the claim transition study 
processing.  The required claim state closed reason values are: Recovery, Expiry, 
Death, Settled and Declined.  The Declined reason is used in the net Pending 
Complete calculation for the OLAP Claim Movement calculation.

Defn

Exp.srcClmTransRateTable Defines both the standard and client rate tables available and used for studies. Study
Exp.srcClmTransMthStdRates Standard industry monthly rates per annum (i.e. for an initial period) by table 

name, as well as claim state closed reason, claim state type, study class, claim state 
sequence, claim state age and claim state month. Certain variables require integer 
keys defined in corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmTransYrStdRates Standard industry annual rates (i.e. for an ultimate period) by table name, as well 
as claim state closed reason, claim state type, study class, claim state sequence, 
claim state age and claim state year. Certain variables require integer keys defined 
in corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmTransMthClntRates Client defined monthly rates per annum (i.e. for an initial period) by table name 
and study group as well as claim state closed reason, claim state type, study class, 
claim state sequence, claim state age and claim state month.  Certain variables 
require integer keys defined in corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmTransYrClntRates Client defined annual rates (i.e. for an ultimate period) by table name and study 
group as well as claim state closed reason, claim state type, study class, claim state 
sequence, claim state age and claim state year.  Certain variables require integer 
keys defined in corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmTransStudyGroup Defines the study groups for the Claim Transition study.  The study group variables 
are generic composite keys of product groupings that expected rates can vary by.

Study

Exp.srcClmTransMthStudyClass Defines the Monthly study classes for the Claim Transition study.  The study class 
variables are generic composite keys that the expected rates can vary by such as 
claim cause, gender, occupation class, and waiting period.

Study

Exp.srcClmTransYrStudyClass Defines the Yearly study classes for the Claim Transition study.  The study class 
variables are generic composite keys that the expected rates can vary by such as 
claim cause and gender.

Study

Claim TransitionApplication:

Enterprise App: Studies ClaimSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Exp.srcClmUtilRateTable Defines both the standard and client rate tables available and used for studies. Study
Exp.srcClmUtilMthStdRates Standard industry monthly rates per annum (i.e. for an initial period) by table 

name, as well as study class, claim age and claim month. Certain variables require 
integer keys defined in corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmUtilYrStdRates Standard industry annual rates (i.e. for an ultimate period) by table name, as well 
as study class, claim age and claim year. Certain variables require integer keys 
defined in corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmUtilMthClntRates Client defined monthly rates per annum (i.e. for an initial period) by table name 
and study group as well as study class, claim age and claim month.  Certain 
variables require integer keys defined in corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmUtilYrClntRates Client defined annual rates (i.e. for an ultimate period) by table name and study 
group as well as study class, claim age and claim year.  Certain variables require 
integer keys defined in corresponding tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmUtilStudyGroup Defines the study groups for the Claim Utilization study.  The study group variables 
are generic composite keys of product groupings that expected rates can vary by.

Study

Exp.srcClmUtilMthStudyClass Defines the Monthly study classes for the Claim Utilization study.  The study class 
variables are generic composite keys that the expected rates can vary by such as 
claim cause, gender, occupation class, and waiting period.

Study

Exp.srcClmUtilYrStudyClass Defines the Yearly study classes for the Claim Utilization study.  The study class 
variables are generic composite keys that the expected rates can vary by such as 
claim cause and gender.

Study

Claim UtilizationApplication:

Enterprise App: Studies ExpdRatesSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Exp.srcLossRatioRateTable Defines the client rate tables available and used for studies. Study
Exp.srcLossRatioClntRates Client defined rates by table name and study group as well as study class, issue age 

and policy year.  Certain variables require integer keys defined in corresponding 
tables.

Study

Exp.srcLossRatioStudyGroup Defines the study groups for the Incurred Loss Ratio study.  The study group 
variables are generic composite keys of product groupings that expected rates can 
vary by.

Study

Exp.srcLossRatioStudyClass Defines the study classes for the Incurred Loss Ratio study.  The study class 
variables are generic composite keys that the expected rates can vary by such as 
gender, etc.

Study

Incurred Loss RatioApplication:

Enterprise App: Studies ExpdRatesSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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Exp.srcClmCostRateTable Defines the client rate tables available and used for studies. Study
Exp.srcClmCostClntRates Client defined rates by table name and study group as well as study class, issue age 

and policy year.  Certain variables require integer keys defined in corresponding 
tables.

Study

Exp.srcClmCostStudyGroup Defines the study groups for the Incurred Claim Cost study.  The study group 
variables are generic composite keys of product groupings that expected rates can 
vary by.

Study

Exp.srcClmCostStudyClass Defines the study classes for the Incurred Claim Cost study.  The study class 
variables are generic composite keys that the expected rates can vary by such as 
gender, etc.

Study

Incurred Claim CostApplication:

Enterprise App: Studies ExpdRatesSource Type:

Data, Defn, LkUp, StudyTable Type(s):
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